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Stereo Imager D: As stereo imaging is one of the most important factors that determine the real
quality of a mix, the Stereo Imager D plugin offers you the necessary tools for achieving the best
stereo sound. The plugin provides you with three main stereo image sources, which can be switched
using the plugin’s interface. It also offers three outputs from which you can play your newly created
sounds. If you want a cleaner sound with only one output, you can combine your stereo image
sources by selecting the Center Mix option. Using this option, your input signal is split into left and
right parts. For each left and right channel the plugin calculates the correlation of the left and right
audio inputs. The resulting left and right correlation values are then sent to the Left Mix and Right
Mix outputs, respectively. Wave Shredder: Wave Shredder is a useful tool that lets you obtain high
quality stereo sound distortions. It provides its users with various stereo image generation options
such as Rate Reducer, Waveform Cut, Fold, Zero-time Gate, Chopper and Bit Crusher. Stereo Imager
A: The Stereo Imager A plugin is a stereo image source and allows you to divide a stereo signal into
left and right parts using correlation-based decomposition. This plugin also offers you the possibility
to apply adjustments in order to increase the stereo width of your sounds. You can use its six
equalizer bands and twelve low-cut filter bands to fine-tune your audio signal. Reverb: You can
create ambience using Reverb. The plugin supports a wide variety of reverb sounds that you can
choose from. If you want to spice up the sound of your mix, you can use the Lo-/Hi-Cut filter to
enhance the right and left audio signals. Wave Shredder: This plugin provides various solutions for
achieving great sound distortions by providing effects such as Rate Reducer, Waveform Cut, Fold,
Zero-time Gate, Chopper and Bit Crusher. Wave Shredder is a useful tool that lets you obtain high
quality stereo sound distortions. It provides its users with various stereo image generation options
such as Rate Reducer, Waveform Cut, Fold, Zero-time Gate, Chopper and Bit Crusher. NOTE: The
plugins are made available as a pack for testing purposes but are sold as separate products.
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KEYMACRO is a MIDI to keyboard performance translator that will take any MIDI MIDI controller
and convert it to a keyboard controller that will trigger the keys of any synthesizer via MIDI. iFF
IN/OUT Description: iFF IN/OUT is an audio input/output device that enables you to record, record
and playback audio files in a single audio interface. iFF accepts audio files from any host audio
device such as a digital audio workstation or other host audio applications (Sequencers, DAWs) via
USB and sends audio to audio playback devices such as a studio monitor or any audio interface via
USB. In addition to recording and playback via USB interface you can also transfer audio via MIDI
from a MIDI controller or other MIDI instrument such as a keyboard, drum set, guitar or sequencer
(NOTE: only MIDI controllers that can send MIDI events via USB). Once you have a recording or
playback device connected via USB to the iFF interface, you can open the device as a virtual MIDI
input/output device and then record or playback audio files. Once you have recorded or playback
audio files you can send them to any MIDI instrument or MIDI controller via MIDI. You can then
connect MIDI controllers, instrument or keyboards to iFF interface as virtual MIDI outputs and
play/record/playback audio files via the interface connected to your audio devices. iFF is powered
through a built-in battery. iFF supports USB-OTG (on-the-go) and thus can be connected to a host



computer, server or USB port without any limitations. Key Features: • Take audio from any audio
device via USB and convert it to a virtual MIDI interface • Audio recording/playback via USB from
any audio device • Audio input/output via USB to any audio playback device • Transfer audio via
MIDI from a MIDI controller or other MIDI instruments • MIDI input/output via USB from any MIDI
controller or other MIDI instruments • Virtual MIDI input/output that works in tandem with any
audio playback or recording device • Audio recording/playback via MIDI from MIDI controllers or
other MIDI instruments • Play/record/playback audio files from any audio device via USB •
Transport audio via MIDI from any MIDI controller or other MIDI instruments • Audio input/output
via MIDI to MIDI controllers or other MIDI instruments • Virtual MIDI input/output that works in
tandem with any audio playback or recording device • MIDI input/output via MIDI from MIDI
controllers or other MIDI instruments 2edc1e01e8
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Guitar Graphic Designer is the ultimate way to get great looking custom instrument graphics for
your MIDI or audio files. You can apply your graphic designs to any chord, scale, or other MIDI
phrase, and the result will be a totally unique instrument. Guitar Graphic Designer uses many of the
same features of the popular Yamaha Graphic Designer, but is more compact and easier to use. In
addition, it has many other new features such as custom artwork creation, easy sample loading, and
improved sound quality. Guitar Graphic Designer is a MIDI-to-audio interface that helps you to easily
import your MIDI samples and transform them into audio files. It can also export any of your MIDI
files into WAV, MP3 or Ogg Vorbis format. The plugin comes with a library of audio samples and
MIDI files. You can use any of these to create your own custom samples. In addition to sample
loading, guitar graphic designer has a powerful features for audio editing. You can insert samples
into a track, and also edit audio effects by using the graphical mixer and effects editor. Description:
A.O.M. is a VST plugin that allows you to convert your audio files to MIDI format in several ways.
You can easily specify a MIDI file or a folder with MIDI files. In addition, you can choose from five
different sounds, including samples, looping instruments, and drums. This plugin includes many
advanced features to help you work with MIDI. You can use the MIDI editor to easily change the
tempo, key, and transpose of your MIDI file. The plugin offers fast and accurate time stretching of
up to 12 seconds at 96 kbps. In addition to being able to edit any of your tracks, you can work with
tracks in stereo and configure the mixer, effects, and automation. Features: Insert audio, MIDI, and
cue files Import audio, MIDI, and cue files from disk Record audio tracks Reorder tracks Automate
audio tracks Change the volume of audio tracks Recalculate MIDI tracks Set the bpm of MIDI tracks
Save/load MIDI tracks Transpose MIDI tracks Panning MIDI tracks Stereo effects Effects engine for
fine-tuning audio effects Automation editor MIDI editor Properties Envelope Description: Barcode
Deluxe is a powerful and easy-to-use software tool for creating and editing barcodes for use on
product packaging, invoices and labels.
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What's New In A.O.M. Audio Plug-ins?

DJ Tech Tools Remix Decompressor is a plugin for resampling that is easy to use but hard to master.
This is why it’s very popular among mixers and DJs. The plugin is known for its extreme quality and
the ability to sample audio at any resolution. The most important feature is its ease of use and speed.
The plugin is compatible with both XACT2 and XACT3. It can process both WAV and AIFF files. The
plugin is available for Windows (32-bit and 64-bit), Mac OS X, Linux, Android and iOS platforms.
Description: The LFO Generator allows you to generate classic LFOs (Low Frequency Oscillators) in
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a simple and easy-to-use way. From the output you can generate up to four types of LFOs: Sine,
Square, Pulse or Saw. The LFO Generator can be connected to any input channel, such as a MIDI
track or from the MIDI channel being used. You can also generate LFOs in the background while you
play your song. This way, you can add effects to your song while you’re composing it. For those who
have a DAW and understand how LFOs are used, the LFO Generator can be used as a stand-alone
plugin or as an additional tool in an effects chain. It can also be controlled from the mixer. The LFO
Generator is available for Windows (32-bit and 64-bit) and Mac OS X. Description: The BLIP Audio
Analyser lets you get into a professional approach to sound measurement. Through a simple
interface you can record, analyse, process and synchronise audio data in real-time. The BLIP Audio
Analyser works in three modes: recording, analysis and synchronisation. When you start recording,
you will be asked to specify the direction of audio data flow, the number of channels (inputs) and
sample rate (for 24-bit audio). After that, you have two options for analysing. You can use the
Analyze Direct Path (Direction) to synchronise the audio data to a track or use the Analyze Incoming
Path (Direction) to synchronise the audio data to other audio data in the same or a different session.
In the analysis mode, you have two options to synchronise. You can synchronise the audio data to
another track or to the incoming audio data. The BLIP Audio Analyser is available for Windows (32-
bit and 64-bit), Mac OS X, Linux, Android and iOS. Description: Trilobit Audio Enhancer - is the best
solution to work with audio enhancement. This tool significantly improves the overall sound of your
songs. You can use all four equalizer bands and set a lot of additional parameters, including low-pass
and high-pass filters, gain and output volumes, compression



System Requirements For A.O.M. Audio Plug-ins:

Minimum: OS: Microsoft Windows 7 or later Processor: Intel Core i5, 2.4 GHz Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 460 or AMD Radeon HD 6870 Recommended: Processor: Intel Core
i7, 2.6 GHz Aesthetics: 1024x768, use with caution OS:
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